Dear Friend of Children,
Let me get right to the point. There’s a leak in the basement of
the oldest building on campus and I could use your help.
The dormitory building on campus was built in 1945 when the
original building burned to the ground. At the time, this building was where all the children lived, ate
all their meals, and went to school. The last couple of decades, remodeling of areas of this building has
provided shelter and safety for single parent families.
Another area was remodeled several years ago to create some educational and multi-purpose space
since the children no longer ate in a cafeteria. This building has continued to serve the children well for
decades, and continues to do so.
One area that has remained a constant, and vital need to the children over the years is the pantry area,
which is in the basement. The pantry is where thousands of pounds of commodity items that are picked
up from churches are stored so our foster and single parents can “shop” for the needed non-perishable
item, cleaning supplies and hygiene items for the children in their care. Now, we have a leak in this area
and it is a major problem.
When it rains, water is seeping into the basement. We have had three companies come evaluate it and
determine the appropriate action and provide a bid for what it would take to fix this problem and prevent
it from happening in the future. They assure us the cinder blocks are still in good shape and have not
been compromised but of course we do not want it to get to that point.
As you might guess, it is expensive. It includes sealing blocks, block barriers, extending downspouts, and
installing sump pumps for good measure. But they say it will fix the problem. The grand total is $23, 823.
Can you help us? Will you help us? We know our supporters can afford different gift amounts. We hope
and pray you are able to provide a gift to help us fix this problem. Won’t you please help with whatever
gift you can? Please consider a gift of $50, $75, $100, $200, $500, or even $1,000.
If we receive money which surpasses the cost of this equipment, it will go to the daily care of the children.
We continue to depend on God’s provision for the care of the children here. He does that through
His people. Your prayers and financial support mean so much to us and
to the children. I hope they can count on you to help.
			

For the children,

			

Ralph Brewer
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